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The most trusted, most accepted, and most accurate translation of the Bible on the market and the

only nonsectarian Bible created for all churches, the NRSV Standard Bible is now available in a new

black, Italian leather-like cover. Recognized in scholarly circles as the most accurate translation into

English of the original Hebrew and Greek texts, this unique Bible includes original wood-cuts

introducing each book and a concordance index to help people find key passages.
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The Holy Bible New Revised Standard Version The NRSV Standard Bible utilizes a unique blend of

text formats that are designed for ease of reading and greater reader comprehension of the various

literary forms embodied in the scriptures. This resource features a single column text in the prose

sections and double columns in the poetic sections (Psalms, Proverbs, wisdom books, and Minor

Prophets). The NRSV is the most trusted, most accepted, and most accurate English translation of

the Bible available today.

Great printing of the NRSV. The Ghosting (bleed through) has been improved from what I can tell. It

is not gone...though it seems almost all Bible have some.My only complaint is that margins are

almost nonexistent. So it is impossible to make any notes in this Bible. Harper please make a nice

Single Column Wide Margin Bible (hard back or leather bound...at this point either would feel like a

dream). If as you say this is the most trusted translation of the Bible then make a printing that

people can really use from the college classroom to the pulpit to the dining room table.



LOVE this bible. The cover is absolutely beautiful and feels wonderful on the hands. It feels a lot

more expensive than it actually is. The font is larger and the single column text makes it easy to

read. The paper is standard bible paper (if the paper was any thicker, the book would need to be

HUGE). I personally love the way bible paper feels, so the paper is not a problem to me. Word of

advice for those who love highlighting scripture: get a set of gel highlighters and you will not have

any bleed through :-)

Very pleased. Reasonable in price - good in quality. Things I like include: the fact that it lays flat. fits

nicely in my hand, is hardback and importantly the print is generous in size without being "large

print". The only negative for me is that I prefer two column bibles. With all the plusses of this Bible

that is a small concern.

a nice Bible, easy to use and stays open if you lay it open. The print could be one size larger but it

works for me.

As soon as I picked this volume up in the bookstore, I knew I would have to go home and buy it on !

:) I think the NRSV Standard Bible is clearly one the best quality Bibles you can get for the price. A

durable, attractive cover, quality paper, and a sewn binding make this a book that will last a long

time if properly cared for. That sewn binding also means that this Bible will lay flat from the first to

last page--a wonderful feature for studying at a desk or table. Unique woodcuts appear at the

beginning of each book, adding an appealing artistic touch without being overbearing. I love the

single-column style throughout.The book is a convenient size with extremely readable type--not too

big, not too small. That said, it is a bit heavier than most of your portable thinline Bibles. It's not too

heavy so as to prohibit carrying to church, but it's probably not a Bible I'd carry around with me all

the time.This Bible only comes with one ribbon; I'd prefer at least three. I was also slightly

disappointed that this edition does not include the Apocrypha.Nevertheless, for what this is (a $20

Bible) I have to give it 5 stars for quality and attention to detail. You really can't go wrong.

Lovely bible with the most accurate translation available at this time.

It's a great translation, with consistently good footnotes giving alternate interpretations of key words

or phrases. HOVEVER, and I apologize for shouting, the paper is so thin it's ridiculous. I would only



recommend this particular bible to people who can't afford a better quality NRSV bible - like myself.

Basically what I expected. Would have liked the paper to be a thicker material so as to be more

durable, but oh well.
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